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.e current WSN is vulnerable to a variety of malicious attacks, resulting in the decline of its comprehensive performance.
Multihop routing involves a number of safety and privacy issues. Problems such as snooping, sinkhole, manipulation, cloning,
wormhole, spoofing, and so on affect the integrity, availability, and confidentiality of the WSNs. .erefore, this paper mainly
studies the mathematical modeling of WSN multiattack behavior discrimination based on the incidence matrix. .e WSN node
model is used to collect relevant data and mark and map the disguised data, so as to determine the characteristics of multiattack
behavior and establish the WSN multiattack behavior discrimination model based on the incidence matrix. .e experimental
results show that the designed multiattack behavior discrimination model can distinguish the attack type according to the
characteristics, has high recognition ability, can spend a short time to effectively distinguish the attack behavior, has a low false
positive rate, and can effectively improve the antiattack ability of the WSN.

1. Introduction

.e wireless sensor network (WSN) has a large number of
data nodes in the network, which can be used in different
application fields, such as temperature and humidity de-
tection, air pollution monitoring, water quality monitoring,
body temperature monitoring, and chemical composition
attack in military field [1]. .e WSN layer utilises multihop
communication systems to route the packets to destination,
the black hole attacks, selective forwarding, the symbolic
attack, the Hello flood attack, the wormhole attack, and the
replicative attack of identity. Compared with the wired
network, it has stronger flexibility, can collect and analyze all
nodes in the network, and has higher coverage. It can cover
all types of data nodes and can use and analyze network
nodes flexibly. However, due to the large number of nodes in
the WSN, the network structure is more complex, the signal
is difficult to maintain stability in the process of wireless
transmission, and the information transmission is incom-
plete. At the same time, WSNs are more vulnerable to
malicious attacks. In the process of security research on

WSNs, it is found that they are vulnerable to attacks, among
which the black hole attack, DoS attack, and selective for-
warding attack are the most important attackmethods [2–4].
In order to improve the ability of network security and
ensure the security of network environment, scholars at
home and abroad have carried out relevant research on
multiattack behavior. Privalov et al. built a random network
contour model by simulating the superposition of the attack
and legal effect on the signal by using the extreme value
filtering method, detected the WSN attack behavior, and
obtained the measurement index characterizing the network
attack, which can effectively distinguish the attack behavior
[5]. Internal attacks are initiated by nodes that have been
compromised or taken. In order to assault behavior, the data
are removed, replayed, manipulated, and forged, and fake
routing information is provided. Since these malicious nodes
are transmitted by the network and by holding the key, the
internal attacks are harder, and traditional encryption and
other safety mechanisms have no effect. Chi et al. used the
detection and defense algorithm based on distance vector
jump to analyze the WSN attack behavior and used the DV-
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hop algorithm to calculate the average value of the minimum
hop node distance under the WSN node, so as to improve
the security of WSN nodes [6]. .e WSNs are independent
and spatially distributed. As there is no central government,
the WSN is prone to safety threats because of the random
deployment of the nodes on the network. WSN attacks are
well-known and are malicious. .e algorithm for the lo-
calization of DV-Hop is a spanning algorithm based on the
protocol on the distance vector routing [7, 8]. However, the
above methods have the problems of weak recognition
ability, high missing rate of attack behavior, and long dis-
crimination time. .erefore, this paper proposes a mathe-
matical modeling of multiattack behavior discrimination in
theWSN based on incidence matrix. .e incidence matrix is
a rational matrix for the relationship in math, which is
usually called an occurrence relationship, between two
classes of objects. .e incidence matrix offers a great ca-
pability for comprehensive evaluation. To express the
quantitative and direct evaluation relationship, a different
matrix can be used in place of the specific value of the
evaluation index. It has the traits of a clear distinction be-
tween data nodes. In order to make the discriminating
process of attack behavior simple, obvious, and tangible, it
can mathematically quantify the characteristics of compli-
cated multiattack behavior in the form of a matrix and
analyze the data results acquired by discrimination.

.e primary focus of this paper is on the mathematical
modeling of WSN multiattack behavior discrimination
based on incidence matrix. .e WSN node model is used to
collect relevant data, mark and map the disguised data, so as
to determine the features of multiattack behavior, and
construct the WSN multiattack behavior discrimination
model based on incidence matrix. .e experimental results
show that the designed multiattack behavior discrimination
model can distinguish the attack type according to the
characteristics, has high recognition ability, can spend a
short time to effectively distinguish the attack behavior, has a
low false positive rate, and effectively improves the antiattack
ability of the WSN.

2. Feature Modeling of Multiattack
Behavior in WSNs

2.1. �e WSN Node Model. .e WSN is composed of three
parts. .e composition of sensor nodes is the basis of the
WSN node model, which has the functions of data node
receiving and operation; the sink node and the management
node are components of auxiliary network node construc-
tion, and their main function is to connect external networks
and receive external information data nodes [9]. Four key
components such as the sensor unit, processing unit,
transceiver unit, and power unit are used as a sensor node.
.e sensor architecture of the WSN multiattack behavior
discrimination model based on the incidence matrix is
composed of four modules, as shown in Figure 1. Each row
in the matrix corresponds to a node of the graph. Each row
has nonzero entries such as +1 and −1 depending upon the
orientation of branch at the nodes. .e entries in all other
columns of that row are zero.

According to Figure 1, the wireless communication
module adopts DH600 data collector to transmit and receive
various sensor node information of the WSN and to effi-
ciently collect and exchange node information. .e sensor
module uses AlphaProx technology to realize the conversion
from nonelectric quantity to electric quantity, collect and
convert the information in the monitoring area, and im-
prove the discrimination ability of multiattack behavior. .e
new AlphaProx inductive distance measuring sensors offer
more than accurate measurement technology with the
Baumer IO-Link interface. .e processor module is mainly
responsible for storing and processing the data information
of sensor network nodes. Another significant advantage of
AlphaProx high sensitivity sensors is the quick and easy
installation and operation of sensors through the innovative
teach-in method. WSN’s monitor conditions, such as
temperature, sound, and pressure, are either physical or
environmental. Modern networks are two-way, both data
collection and sensor activity control. Military applications
like battleground monitoring were the reason for develop-
ment of those networks. .e W25Q64JVSSIQ memory is
selected to expand the storage range and strengthen the
embedded operation ability. .e energy supply module
usually selects Tenda PoE30G-AT Gigabit high-power PoE
power supply to provide the required energy for the oper-
ation of sensor nodes [10]. Military applications such as
combat field monitoring were behind the development of
sensor networks. Such systems are used for manufacturing
and processing applications such as the monitoring and
control of manufacturing applications and device health
monitoring. .e sink node is the main node connecting the
current sensor network with the external network. It can
collect and analyze the information of any location at any
time and can fully analyze and process the external network
data nodes. At the same time, the energy supply is provided
by the sink node to provide greater storage space for the
WSN and ensure the stable operation of the data node. By
detecting the data node, the effective data are transmitted to
the management node, and the monitoring task of identi-
fying multiple attacks is issued [11]. With the support of
several control and monitoring applications, wireless sensor
networks (WSNs) have gained popularity among the re-
search community. .ese simple and low-priced networks
enable remote, real-time, and minimal human intervention
monitoring processes.

.e management node is a node in the communication
transmission network. It can effectively monitor, calculate,
and analyze all sensor network data nodes, judge whether the
data nodes have multiple attacks, and report and process
them in time. .e management node can be used in various
environments such as shell. It is easy to configure and has
strong portability. It supports about 300 nodes and can
effectively meet the needs of the cluster.

2.2. Preprocessing of Multiple Attacks in the WSN. WSNs
have a large number of nodes and are vulnerable to many
kinds of attacks. .erefore, the discrimination of the WSN
has great complexity, and it needs to spend more time to
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distinguish them effectively. .erefore, preprocessing the
multiattack behavior of the WSN in advance can effectively
shorten the discrimination time and provide convenience
for subsequent processing. High demand for bandwidth,
high power consumption, service quality (QoS), data pro-
cessing and compression technologies, and cross-layer de-
sign are the challenges of the WSN. Physical environment.
Mobile nodes are capable of sensing, calculating, and
communicating as still nodes.

2.2.1. Marking Processing of Camouflage Data Samples in
Multiattack Behavior. .e premise of judging the multi-
attack behavior of the WSN is to classify the types of the
multiattack behavior, and the behavior can be effectively
classified according to the characteristics of multiattack
behavior [12]. .erefore, in the process of preprocessing, the
attack behavior characteristics of WSN nodes are mainly
considered, and the detection model of the attack behavior
injection is constructed. Imperva Camouflage Data Masking
permits institutions, without revealing sensitive data, to
secure the way to use data for business operations. .e
specific process is as follows.

It is assumed that before and after the WSN is attacked,
the node dataset distribution is as follows:

X � x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn . (1)

Mark the attack behavior on the node dataset and
transform the original node data composed of N data into a
matrix [13], with the expression

x �

x11 x12 x13 · · · x1m

x21 x22 x23 · · · x2m

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

xn1 xn2 xn3 · · · xnm

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (2)

.e matrix is used as the input of data in the WSN. .e
matrix is used to mark the attack behavior. Assuming that
the camouflage data sample of the WSN subjected to

multiple attacks is x′, the whole sample set is preliminarily
trained, and the marked node data results of the attack
behavior are as follows:

x′ �
−xnm, a≠ 1,

xnm, a � 1,
 (3)

where a represents the attack system of camouflage data
injection. If a � 1, it means that the node data are not
attacked; if a≠ 1, it indicates that the node data have been
attacked. At this time, the node data are marked as negative.
.e Imperva Camouflage Data Masking solution provides
protection against theft and ensures compliance with reg-
ulations and international policies that govern the privacy
and transportation of data. A static data masking software
that protects data forever and decrease the exposure to
compliance requirements is the Imperva Camouflage
Data Masking solution. .us, the camouflage data marking
of WSN data is completed, which paves the way for the
follow-up.

2.2.2. Mapping Processing of Camouflage Data. .e cam-
ouflage data of multiple attacks in the WSN have the
function of discrimination. .e camouflage sample data in
the preset time are collected and effectively distinguished
according to the time threshold. When the behavior of
camouflage sample data is consistent with the normal nodes
of the network, it can effectively distinguish the category of
the attack behavior, detect, and output data results at the
same time.When it is consistent with the normal behavior, it
is necessary to collect and judge the data nodes again in the
camouflage sample database in the WSN. .e specific
process is shown in Figure 2.

.e detection of the camouflage attack in the WSN is a
data mapping process [14]. In the discrimination process, it
is necessary to effectively distinguish the unknown behavior
of data nodes, summarize them into known categories after
detection and analysis, and set the mapping process as
f: A⟶ B, where A is the node to be detected and B is the
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Figure 1: Composition of the sensor network.
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known node category database. According to different data
node information, it is summarized and sorted, so as to
judge the new behavior category. Network mapping un-
derstands the physical connections between different net-
work devices. .e attack surface represents the sum of the
system’s vulnerabilities. .ey come in two different types:
the software vulnerability digital attack surface and the
hardware vulnerability physical attack surface.

2.3. Determine theMultiattack Behavior Characteristics of the
WSN. Suppose that in the WSN, after the attack, the packet
loss rate threshold of the whole WSN in the communication
process is I, and A, B are used to represent the abnormal node
dataset under the attack behavior [15]. In theWSN, a node for
transmitting data information is set every t second. In order to
reduce the false detection rate of multiattack behavior feature
detection in WSNs, the wormhole attack mode is used to

judge the attack status of nodes [16]. Set the number of
surrounding nodes of node i to H, so that each node can
detect and judge by itself by using the following formula:

K1Q1 + K2Q2

H · T
> I, (4)

where K1 and K2 are the data test nodes in the wireless
network, Q1 and Q2 are the information transmission nodes,
and T is the transmission time of the data node. If node i
meets the conditions of formula (4), the node is judged as an
abnormal node. Formula (4) is the self-judgment feature of
the multiattack behavior, which can effectively distinguish
nodes, improve the preprocessing ability of the multiattack
behavior of theWSN, and strengthen the antiattack ability of
the WSN. A complex network-theory on the antiattack
model is presented in this paper. .e mechanism of this
model is based on P2P’s networks on dynamic compensation
and reverse percolation.

3. Discriminant Modeling of the Multiattack
Behavior in the WSN Based on the
Incidence Matrix

3.1. �e Incidence Matrix of Data Node States in the WSN.
.e incidence matrix method [17] has strong comprehensive
evaluation ability when applied to WSN nodes. A separate
matrix can be used to replace the specific value of the
evaluation index to express the quantitative and direct
evaluation relationship. It has the characteristics of concise
discrimination of data nodes. It can mathematically quantify
the characteristics of the complex multiattack behavior in
the form of a matrix and analyze the data results obtained by
discrimination, so as to make the discrimination process of
attack behavior simple, clear, and concrete. .is paper
mainly uses the matrix form to express the relationship
between multiple attack behaviors and different node states.
.e construction of the incidence matrix is shown in Table 1.
.e attack categories and object attributes of the attacked
object in the WSN are represented by the matrix [F, C]. .e
object attributes include the number of communication link
channels, link bandwidth, and device memory. .e inci-
dence matrix A of an undirected graph has a row for each
vertex and a column for each graph’s edge.

3.2. Matrix Modeling of Multiattack Behavior in the WSN.
Taking the attributes and attack modes of multiple attack
behaviors as matrix elements [18], the attributes of attack
behaviors include the number of attack packets, the port
number attacked, and the attack link and IP address. .e
specific methods include administrator identity intrusion,
modifying configuration information, and consuming links.
Similar to the matrix modeling of the data node state, the
incidence matrix of the multiattack behavior can be con-
structed. However, due to the need to distinguish the
multiattack behavior, the incidencematrix of themultiattack
behavior is matrix-modeled. .us, the correlation matrix
between the attack method, attack path, and the process
under multiple attack behaviors is obtained as follows:

Obtain camouflage sample 
data of preset period
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Determine time 
interval threshold

Classification detection data

Unknown behavior

Y

Discrimination of 
camouflage attack behavior

Camouflage attack detection

End

Start
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Figure 2: Camouflage data mapping processing flow.
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Z �

zx11 zx12 zx13 · · · zx1m

zx21 zx22 zx23 · · · zx2m

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

zxn1 zxn2 zxn3 · · · zxnm

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (5)

Formula (5) can be used to describe the attack path and
the attack mode of attackers using each node and link be-
tween the WSN. In this formula, zxnm represents an attack
on the xnm node data object.

3.3. Matrix Modeling and Analysis of the Overall Attack
Process under Multiattack Behavior. After constructing the
incidence matrix of data node state and the matrix model of
the multiattack behavior in 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, the
overall attack process is matrix-modeled [19], which is used
to describe the attack path and attack process and provide
further proof for judging the kind of the attack behavior. At
the same time, the model can describe the state change of
WSN data nodes after being attacked. .e modeling
framework of the WSN under multibehavior attacks is
shown in Figure 2.

.e state changes of information communication nodes
after network attack are described, and a corresponding
correlation model for the analysis and modeling of the power
grid information physical system facing network attack [20] is
provided. .e attack behavior is calculated and analyzed
according to the network attackmodel framework in Figure 3,
where pt1k1 represents the occurrence and duration of the A
network attack, which can be represented by pt1k1 pure delay
link; t1 indicates the moment when a network attack occurs;
and k1 indicates the duration of the attack. Considering that
the attacker’s attack on the target system is completed step-by-
step, multiple interactions between the information com-
munication network matrix model and the attack matrix
model are designed in the modeling, and the logical corre-
lation of the interaction is mainly reflected in the algorithm of
the specific model application. So far, multiattack behavior
discrimination modeling and multiattack behavior discrim-
ination mathematical modeling of the WSN based on the
association matrix are completed. .e term learning dis-
crimination refers to links between various stimuli and
corresponding results or behavioral patterns. It allows animals
to choose various reactions to other stimuli.

4. Experimental Verification

In order to verify the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed
multiattack discrimination method, a large number of ex-
periments are carried out under different conditions. .e

experimental environment is a MATLAB simulation plat-
form, and 200 beacon nodes and 500 ordinary nodes are
randomly deployed to effectively distinguish their attack
behavior. Among the 200 beacon nodes, each attack cor-
responds to 20 beacon nodes. Repeat the above steps 1000
times to collect the training dataset and test dataset, in which
the training dataset contains the attacked data of 12000
beacon nodes and the normal data of 3000 beacon nodes. In
the experimental process, the attack characteristics of three
attack behaviors, the relationship between the number of
malicious nodes and the recognition rate, and the dis-
crimination results are used as experimental indicators to
verify the feasibility of the discrimination model. Once an
abnormal behavior detection technology has been devel-
oped, intruder detection systems are used for analysing and
alarming abnormal behaviors that have a significant varia-
tion to the statistical probability modeling of expected
behaviors.

4.1. Comparison of Attack Characteristics. .ree attacks are
understood from the level of the network layer attack as
follows: the black hole attack nodes only receive data nodes
and do not send data nodes, which will cause the loss of data
nodes; DOS attacking nodes will cause other nodes in the
network to only receive the data nodes sent by themselves
and constantly send receiving requests, which is easy to
cause network congestion; selective forwarding attack nodes
only send node data within a specific time, but it is de-
structive in the selection of node information, which will
disrupt the integrity of network data. .e specific attack
characteristics are shown in Table 2. A denial-of-service
attack (DoS attack) in the computer is an attack by a cyber, in
which the perpetrator attempts, by interrupting services of a
host connected to the Internet, to make a machine or
network resource unavailable.

4.2. Relationship between Number of Malicious Nodes and
Recognition Rate. .is paper analyzes the effective dis-
crimination behavior of the configuration to the attack after
several nodes in the beacon node are attacked maliciously.
.e experiment assumes that when the number of beacon
nodes attacked by malicious attacks is 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and
35, respectively, the model has an effective recognition rate
of the black hole attack, DoS attack, and selective forwarding
attack. .e results are shown in Figure 4. A denial-of-service
attack (DoS) is an attack that aims to shut down a machine
or a network to prevent its intended users from accessing it.
.e congestion control is a particularly important area

Aggressive
behavior 1

Initial network
state N0

Final network
status NT

...

Aggressive
behavior 2

pt1k1 pt1k2

Figure 3: .e network attack model framework.

Table 1: .e incidence matrix of data node status.

C1 C2 C3 . . . Cn

F(1) (f1, c1) (f1, c2) (f1, c3) . . . (f1, cn)
F(2) (f2, c1) (f2, c2) (f2, c3) . . . (f2, cn)
F(3) (f3, c1) (f3, c2) (f3, c3) . . . (f3, cn)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

F(n) (fn, c1) (fn, c2) (fn, c3) . . . (fn, cn)
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within WSNs, in which traffic becomes greater than the total
or individual capacities of the underlying channels.

According to Figure 4, when the number of beacon
nodes attacked by malicious attacks increases, the recog-
nition rate of the algorithm for attack types sometimes
increases and sometimes decreases. .erefore, there is no
obvious correlation between the attack recognition rate and
the number of beacon nodes attacked because this paper
fully considers the characteristics of the three attack be-
haviors in the feature selection stage. Although the number
of malicious nodes increases and changes the network to-
pology and other information, the recognition model can
still judge the attack type according to the characteristics,
and the average recognition rate of the three attack behaviors
in this experiment reaches 95.4%.

4.3. Comparison of Discrimination Results under Multiple
Aggressive Behaviors. In order to further analyze the reli-
ability of the model discrimination in this paper, the
identification rate of the attack behavior can be distin-
guished by this method, the reference [5] method, and the
reference [6] method. .e higher the average identification
rate is, the better the stability of the model discrimination.

Compare the attack recognition rates of the three methods,
and the test results are shown in Table 3.

According to the model recognition rate analysis in
Table 3, it can be concluded that the method in this paper
has certain advantages in judging the attack behavior, with
an average recognition rate of 95.4%, which is higher than
93.2% of the reference [5] method and 94.1% of the
reference [6] method. .erefore, in order to verify the
actual situation of the model under the multiattack be-
havior of the WSN, this paper compares and analyzes the
method in this paper with the reference [5] method and
the reference [5] method and obtains the specific results of
the missing report rate and discrimination time of the
attack behavior. .e test results are shown in Figure 5 and
Figure 6.

According to Figure 5, the average miss rate of the three
attack behaviors in this method is 1.86%. Because this paper
uses the incidence matrix algorithm to build a model to
effectively analyze the characteristics of the attacked be-
havior of sensor network nodes, it can effectively distinguish

Table 2: Information table of three attack characteristics.

Type of attack Attack characteristics

.e black hole attack
Only receives data, do not forward data to
the base station, and do not send any

collected data

.e DOS attack Keeps sending packets, resulting in
network congestion

.e selective
forwarding attack

Sends data packets or forward fusion data
to the base station in a specific time period
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Figure 4: Relationship between number of malicious nodes and
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Table 3: Recognition rate analysis.

Black hole
attack
(%)

DOS
attack
(%)

Selective
forwarding
attack (%)

Average
recognition rate

(%)
.is
method 96.7 95.8 93.7 95.4

.e
reference
[5] method

94.8 93.7 91.2 93.2

.e
reference
[6] method

95.3 94.1 92.6 94.1
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Figure 5: Discrimination results of the false alarm rate.
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multiple attack behaviors in the WSN and greatly reduce the
miss rate of attack behaviors. .e missing reporting rates of
the reference [5] method and the reference [6] method were
4.54% and 5.12%. .e incidence matrix is a Boolean matrix
of two dimension in which the vertices and columns rep-
resent each side of the incidence matrix. .e entries show if
the vertex in a line occurs at the edge of a column. One way
to display a graph is by the incidence matrix.

According to Figure 6, the discrimination time of this
method for themultiattack behavior is short, and the average
time is only 5 s, while that of the reference [5] method is 8 s
and that of the reference [6] method is 7 s. .is shows that
the model designed in this paper has strong discrimination
ability to attack behavior and can effectively improve the
antiattack ability of the WSN.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a mathematical model of multiattack behavior
discrimination in the WSN based on the incidence matrix is
designed. Compared with the traditional WSN attack be-
havior analysis method, the incidence matrix method has a
better antiattack ability in the process of data node acqui-
sition and identification. Finally, through experimental
verification, in the case of the black hole attack, DoS attack,
and selective forwarding attack, the effective recognition rate
of data nodes is 95.4%, the false alarm rate of multiattack
behavior is 1.86%, and the discrimination attack behavior is
5 s. It is proved that the multiattack behavior discrimination
model of the WSN constructed by this method has a good
application effect.
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